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ABSTRACT
Several researchers have proposed the various classes of software attributes to guide in the derivation of
metrics for software products. These existing classifications have targeted traditional software paradigms
such as procedural and object-oriented software. Sassy cascading style sheets (SCSS) has unique features
since it combines Cascading style sheets (CSS) features with traditional software features such as
variables, functions and control flows. Due to this uniqueness, there arises a need to develop a new
classification scheme that can be effectively used to classify all the possible structural attributes for Sassy
cascading style sheets. The aim of this paper, therefore, is to develop and validate a comprehensive
software complexity attributes classification framework for SCSS. The new framework was validated
through an online expert opinion survey, where thirteen SCSS experts were involved. Results show that the
proposed framework is complete and effective to guide metrics researchers in defining new metrics for
SCSS
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1. INTRODUCTION
The practice of defining software metrics has been continuing over the years for different kinds of
software domains such as procedural, object-oriented, and web-based domains among others.
These metrics are based on software attributes, for-example the popular McCabe’s Cyclomatic
Complexity metric is based on the control flow attribute of software [1], while some of the
Chidamber and Kemerer metrics such as the Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) and Number of
Children (NOC) are based on inheritance attribute [2]. Therefore, it is prudent to first identify the
attributes to be measured for that software before attempting to derive new metrics. The software
attribute is defined as the feature or property of a product [3].
Fenton and Bieman [5] in effort to create an industry standard for determining the process of
defining metrics have identified three major stages, including identification of entity to measure
(e.g. project, product and process), identification of the entity’s attributes that need to be
measured, and then deriving metrics for each of the attributes. Several researchers have proposed
classification schemes for software attributes to aid metrics definition [4]-[11].
Some of the existing software attributes classification schemes provide a general treatment of
complexity [4]-[6] while others focus more on structural complexity [7]-[8]. While Daudi and
Kadir [7] classified complexity attributes for service-oriented architecture (SOA) and Muketha
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[8] classified complexity attributes for business process models, there has been little effort to
classify structural complexity attributes for the stylesheets’ domain.
Sassy Cascading Style Sheets (SCSS) is an extension of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and it
combines CSS features and traditional software features such as the use of variables, mixins,
functions, and control flows [12]. This uniqueness of SCSS software means that the existing
classification schemes cannot be used to sufficiently identify the structural attributes for SCSS.
The methodology employed in this study was to first identify existing classification schemes,
their limitations, and then extend one of them to come up with a classification scheme for SCSS.
Muketha’s classification [8], was adopted for the extension as it is the most closely related to this
study. An online expert’s opinion survey was conducted to collect data, and the data were
analyzed using descriptive statistics to validate the proposed framework.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section two presents the existing classification
schemes, section three presents structural complexity, section four presents the new classification
framework for SCSS structural complexity, section five presents validation results, and section
six presents the conclusions and future work.

2. EXISTING CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES
Several studies have attempted to classify software complexity attributes and are therefore closely
related to the work presented in this paper. Fenton and Pfleeger [5] and Fenton and Bieman [4],
proposed three categories for deriving the attributes to measure namely; process, product, and
resources. The product category which is the focus of this study further classified attributes as
internal or external attributes. Internal attributes are those that can be measured directly such as
the size of code while external attributes are measured indirectly, such as reliability and
maintainability. The limitation of this classification is that the modularity of the attributes such as
control flow, data flow, cohesion, and coupling is not known.
In another study [5] they identified four ways of categorizing software attributes into the product,
process, people, and value to the customer. In this classification scheme, structural complexity
falls under the product category. Structural complexity is further divided into control flow
complexity, data complexity, and size attributes. The limitation of this classifications scheme is
like the Fenton and Bieman classification, in that, the level of modularity of the attributes is not
provided, meaning we can’t tell whether all the possible attributes of software are captured.
Daud and Kadir [7] have classified software structural attributes into static and dynamic
attributes. These authors identified three structural attributes, coupling, cohesion and complexity
which fall under both static and dynamic. These attributes are the most popular in measuring
service-oriented architecture (SOA). The limitation of this classification is that it identified the
attributes from the literature and not from the structural properties of SOA. Meaning that the
attributes identified may not fully represent SOA structural complexity.
Mens [10] identified four major dimensions of software complexity, including theoretical
complexity, the complexity of use, organizational complexity and structural complexity.
Theoretical complexity was further divided into computational and algorithmic complexity,
complexity of use was divided into functional and usability, while structural complexity was
divided into module level and system level. This classification scheme does not show what
attributes can be derived from module level and system level hence it’s not comprehensive.
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Henderson-Sellers [11] categorized software complexity into computational complexity,
psychological complexity, and representational complexity. The author further divided
psychological complexity into structural complexity, programmer characteristics and problem
complexity. Structural complexity was further divided into intra and inter-module categories. The
intra-module category is further divided into size, control flow, and cohesion attributes while the
inter-module category is specialized into the coupling attribute. This classification scheme is
limited in that it overlooks some new dimensions of structural complexity evident in SCSS
software.
The part of structural complexity in the Henderson-Sellers classification scheme has been
extended by introducing the hybrid category to the existing inter and intra-module categories [8].
The hybrid attribute category combines features from intra-module and inter-module attributes.
Muketha’s work is limited in that it overlooks some new dimensions of structural complexity
introduced in SCSS software. However, this study extended Muketha’s framework because it’s
more recent and comprehensive in the context of structural complexity. Figure 1 illustrates the
classification framework. The inter-module attributes focused on an individual process which is
equivalent to a module, inter-module attributes focused on the interaction of two process modules
while hybrid attributes combine the features of both intra-module and inter-module attributes.

Figure 1. Structural complexity attributes classification [8]

3. STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY
Structural complexity is defined as how the program elements are organized and interact within
the software system [12], [13]. It is concerned with the measurement of internal attributes and is
assessed by the difficulty of performance of tasks such as the writing of codes, modifying and
testing of software [10], [14]. The identification of the right attributes for a given software can
help in the evaluation and improvement of a software product [15].

3.1. Structural Complexity Properties for Software
Many authors consider size, length, coupling, and cohesion as part of structural complexity [8],
[11], [16]. For instance, the lines of code (LOC) metric, also called the physical lines of code, has
been used as a size measure, and to some extent, as a complexity measure. The related logical
lines of code (LLOC) metric, has been found to have higher accuracy when compared to LOC
because it eliminates comment lines, auto-generated code lines, header files, ineffective code
lines, compiler directives, labels, and empty case statements [16]. For example, Adewumi et al.
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[17] proposed size in terms of lines of rules for cascading style sheets while Misra and Cafer [18]
considered size in terms of lines of JavaScript code on condition that the only lines to be factored
were those that consisted of variable(s) or operators.
The concept of inheritance has been recognized as one of the most important features of software
reuse. In object-oriented languages, inheritance supports class hierarchy design and captures the
is-a relationship between a class and sub-class [19]. Inheritance has been studied in objectoriented languages extensively [19]-[22]. Though inheritance supports reuse, it can increase
complexity if not used in the proper range [21]. Style sheets provide a unique way of supporting
inheritance because there are no classes and sub-classes as provided for in the object-oriented
domain.
Nesting complexity has also been studied as an important property. Nesting reflects the level of
nesting within constructs or control structures [23]. Constructs are such as if, case, for, while, and
do-until can be nested. A statement that is at the innermost level is harder to understand, meaning
that it contributes more to complexity than other statements [24]. In SCSS, nesting occurs with
selectors, that is, the more the selectors are deeply nested the more complex an SCSS code
becomes [25].
Coupling has been defined as the measure of the strength of association established by a
connection from one module to another [26]. It has been argued that the stronger the coupling
between modules, the more difficult these modules are to understand, change and correct,
resulting in more complex software. Coupling has been studied in the domain of procedural
programming [26] and object-oriented programming [2], [27], [28]. While coupling as a
complexity measure has been studied in procedural and object-oriented languages it has not been
addressed in the stylesheets’ domain.
The aspect of cohesion is discussed extensively in the procedural and object-oriented domain.
Cohesion is defined as the ‘single-mindedness’ or ‘relatedness’ of a module component [29].
When a module is highly cohesive, it means, all the defined elements in a module perform a
single task. Therefore, it’s the goal of software designers to make a program as cohesive as
possible.
The Complexity of code can be expressed through control structures, and therefore, a program
which implements control structures is regarded as more complex in comparison to the program
without control structures [24]. The complexity of a program is directly proportional to the
cognitive weights of Basic Control Structures [18]. For-example, iterative control structures like
for loop, while, and do…while are more complex than decision making control structures such as
if…then…else.

3.2. Structural Properties for SCSS
SCSS is a web-based language that is implemented in Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets
(SASS) pre-processor. Its purpose is to style web documents written in Hypertext mark-up
language (HTML) and Extensible mark-up language (XML) [30]. SCSS combines the
characteristics of CSS, such as the use of selectors, rule blocks, and declarations with those of
traditional software such as inheritance, nesting, and coupling [30]. The combination of these
features makes the front web developers create more efficient and maintainable code.
SCSS provides a unique way of supporting inheritance through selector inheritance. The selectors
are extended in an SCSS rule block by use of @extend directive. This means that all the attributes
of the inherited selector are implemented in the rule block that the selector has been extended.
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Figure 2 has a code that illustrates the use of selector inheritance. The code has two rule block
which has a selector named .alarm and is inherited by .alarm-positive selector. This means that
the .alarm-positive selector will have five attributes or declarations i.e. padding, font size, text
align, color and background.

. alarm{
padding: 15px;
font-size: 1.2em;
text-align center;
color: $color-accent;
}

Alarm selector

. alarm-positive {

Alarm positive
selector
Alarm selector
inheritance

@extend .alarm;
background: #9c3;

}

Figure 2. Selector inheritance

SCSS allows nesting of rules inside each other instead of repeating selectors in separate
declaration [31]. Figure 3 illustrates nesting by placing the message rule block inside infobox rule
block.

.infobox {
width: 200px;
}
.infobox .message {
border: 1px solid
red;
}

Non-nested rules

.infobox {
width: 200px;
.message {
border: 1px solid
red;
}
}

Nested rules

Figure 3. Nesting of rules

SCSS consists of rule blocks, a rule block consists of properties and values which together form a
declaration or an attribute. The more the number of components defined in a CSS rule block, the
more complex it is [17]. SCSS has several components that contribute to rule block complexity,
for-example, attributes or declarations, operators, variables, function calls, control directives,
include directive and extend directive.
In SCSS, coupling is manifested when the declared properties such as mixins and variables are
used in several places of the code, meaning that the properties can be changed without realizing
you are affecting multiple objects at once or not noticing which elements are being affected by
the changes.
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In stylesheets, cohesion is viewed as the rule blocks having a single attribute [17]. The more the
SCSS rule blocks with a single attribute, the lesser its complexity, thus increasing the
maintainability of the code.

4. A NEW CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
COMPLEXITY

FOR

SCSS STRUCTURAL

The proposed classification framework extends the work of Muketha [8] with the incorporation of
new attributes found in SCSS.

4.1. Architecture of the Proposed Framework
In the proposed framework, intra and inter-module, as well as hybrid attributes, have been
redefined and re-interpreted, and a new category called extra-module attribute added.
In the context of SCSS, the intra-module focuses on attributes that can be derived from a single
rule-block which is equivalent to a module. Two main categories were identified, size and control
flow complexity. In the size category, the features that can be used to determine SCSS code size
are identified namely the number of declarations or attributes, number of operators and number of
rule blocks. In order to determine the control-flow complexity of SCSS, control directives i.e.
@for, @if, @each, etc. must be identified in the code.
Inter-module in SCSS focuses on the interaction of the various rule-blocks. In the proposed
framework, the inter-module has been divided into inheritance complexity and nesting
complexity categories. Inheritance complexity in SCSS happens when the styles or values are
shared by using extend directive, this is known as selector inheritance. SCSS nesting complexity
occurs when the rules are put inside each other.
The hybrid attribute combines features of at least two categories of structural complexity, forexample, intra-module and inter-module [8]. In SCSS the hybrid attribute has one category named
association complexity. This kind of complexity is led to by different features, found in different
categories of SCSS structural complexity being implemented in a single rule block. For-example,
the sharing of variables and mixins by rule blocks leads to information flow complexity, while the
use of extend directive in a rule block leads to inheritance complexity. Information flow
complexity falls in the extra-module attribute category while inheritance complexity falls under
inter-attribute complexity. The combination of these two categories leads to a hybrid attribute. In
the framework, the example given under association complexity has @extend (derived from the
inter-module category) and @include (derived from extra-module category).
Extra-module attribute focuses on the interaction of modules via an external module. In SCSS the
Extra-module attribute focuses on rule-blocks interacting with mixins and/or global variables.
These mixins and global variables are defined outside of SCSS rule blocks. When several rule
blocks are sharing the same mixin and global variable, then the rule blocks are deemed to be
coupled with each other.
This implies that a change in the values of a mixin and a variable will affect all the rule blocks
that are sharing the mixin and global variable. Figure 4 below illustrates the proposed structural
complexity attribute classification framework for SCSS.

4.2. Application of the Framework
This section aims to providing an interpretation of the proposed framework through a real-life
scenario (Appendix).
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The intra-module attribute is the first category of the SCSS structural complexity, and it considers
complexity in terms of size and control flow complexity. The size of the SCSS file can be
determined based on the number of attributes, number of operators or number of rule blocks. For
example, to determine the size of the file provided in the Appendix based on the number of rule
blocks, count all the rule blocks, where each rule block is recognized by an opening brace ({) and
a closing brace (}). The control flow complexity of SCSS code is determined by the control
directives implemented in the code. In the SCSS code provided, the @for directive has been
implemented, meaning that the measurement for the control flow complexity can be determined.
The inter-module attribute category has described inheritance and nesting complexity. Inheritance
complexity in SCSS is introduced by the use of @extend directive. In the file provided, the
extend directive has been used in h2 element selector to inherit p element selector. The nesting
complexity in SCSS considers nesting of rules. In the code provided the @media directive has
modal dialog class selector inside it.
In the hybrid attribute category, a form of complexity known as association complexity is
identified. In the SCSS code provided this kind of complexity is demonstrated in the p element
rule block. To determine the complexity of p rule block the number of attributes that fall under
the intra-module category are identified. In the same rule block, there is the use of mixin
(PlayfairDisplay-Regular) and variable (color1) which leads to coupling, meaning that the extramodule category has been used. Lastly, the extend directive has been used in the p rule block,
which introduces inheritance complexity under the inter-module category.
The final category known as the extra-module category is illustrated. The information flow
complexity which is a result of coupling through the use of mixins and global variables is
demonstrated in the SCSS code provided. The span, h3, and h4 element selectors make use of a
mixin named Raleway-Medium, while h1 and h2 element selectors make use of color2 variable.
This means that if you change the values of Raleway-Medium mixin you affect span, h3, and h4
element selectors. Furthermore, if you change the value of color2 variable you affect the h1 and
h2 element selectors.

Figure. 4. Proposed Structural Complexity Attribute Classification Framework for SCSS
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5. VALIDATION RESULTS
This section presents the evaluation results obtained from an expert opinion survey. An expert
opinion survey technique is used to identify problems, give clarity to issues under study and
evaluate products [32].

5.1. Goal of the Study
The goal of the study was to evaluate the relevance and comprehensiveness of the framework
from the point of view of SCSS experts.

5.2. Context Definition
SCSS experts were invited from all over the world to participate in the online survey. The Survey
Monkey platform was used to host the study questionnaires. A total of 13 experts participated in
the survey and were identified through snowball sampling technique.

5.3. Survey Operation
The respondents were provided with the SCSS attributes classification framework, a write-up
explaining how to interpret the framework and a questionnaire.

5.4. Reliability of the Research Instrument
To ensure the reliability of the instrument, pretesting was carried out and Cronbach’s alpha was
used as the measure of reliability. As a rule of thumb, alpha values at closer ranges to 1 are
considered more internally reliable [33]. As shown in Table 1, relevance achieved a Cronbach
alpha of 0.894 while comprehensiveness achieved a Cronbach alpha of 0.854. Therefore, the
instrument can be considered reliable since its reliability values exceeded the prescribed threshold
of 0.7 [34].
Table 1. Reliability Statistics

Scale

Cronbach’s Alpha

Relevance of the Framework

0.894

Comprehensiveness of the
Framework

0.854

5.5. Analysis and Interpretation
Feedback from the respondents was received and thereafter checked for completeness. All
questionnaires were found to be completed satisfactorily, and therefore were accepted for data
analysis.
5.5.1. Respondents Demographics
The researchers first sought to establish the characteristics of the respondents, and so
characteristics such as the level of education, years of industrial experience, level of knowledge
for software engineering processes and level of knowledge of SCSS was considered from all
respondents.
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Level of education for respondents

Findings indicate that 11 (84.6%) of the respondents are bachelor’s degree holders while the
remaining 2 (15.4%) respondents have master’s degree qualifications. These results indicate that
all the SCSS experts involved in this study have attained at least the bachelor’s degree, implying
that they can study the framework and respond accordingly. These findings are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Level of Education



Level of Education

Frequency

Percent (%)

Bachelors

11

84.6

Masters

2

15.4

Years of industrial experience

This research sought to find the number of years the respondents have worked in the industry. It
was observed that 2 of the respondents had an experience of between 2-3 amounting to 15.4%
while the rest of the respondents had 4 years of experience or higher. This implies that the
respondents in this study are highly experienced in the software engineering field and can be
considered as experts.
Table 3. Years of Industrial Experience

Years of Industrial Experience



Frequency

Percent (%)

2-3 Years

2

15.4

4-5 Years

6

46.2

6-7 Years

2

15.4

Above 7 Years

3

23.1

Level of knowledge in software engineering process

An analysis of respondent’s level of knowledge was also conducted as indicated in Table 4.
Findings indicate that 12 respondents representing 92.3% had high level of knowledge while 1
respondent representing 7.7% had a very high knowledge of software engineering processes.
These findings imply that all participants can be trusted for analysis and opinions on the state of
artefacts that are intended for use in the software engineering process.
Table 4. Level of knowledge for software engineering process

Level of Knowledge for Software
Engineering Processes

Frequency

Percent (%)

High

12

92.3

Very High

1

7.7
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Level of knowledge for SCSS

Since the proposed framework focuses only on the structural complexity of code developed using
the SCSS language, all respondents are expected to be knowledgeable SCSS programmers.
Findings indicate that 8 respondents had a high level of knowledge and this corresponding to
61.5%, 3 respondents corresponding to 23.1% had moderate level of knowledge, and 2
respondents corresponding to 15.4% had a very High level of knowledge. This implies that the
data collected from all the respondents can be deemed as valid. The respondents result with
moderate level of knowledge are also acceptable because they can be regarded as having
considerable level of SCSS knowledge in addition to their software engineering knowledge,
which is acceptable for this study. These findings are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Level of Knowledge for SCSS

Level of knowledge for
SCSS

Frequency

Percent (%)

Moderate

3

23.1

High

8

61.5

Very High

2

15.4

5.5.2 Relevance of the framework
The researchers sought to know if the developed framework is relevant for the industry experts to
identify the attributes that lead to SCSS complexity. Table 6. shows computed means from a
Likert scale of 1 to 5 – Don’t Agree, Slightly Agree, Agree, Strongly Agree and Very Strongly
Agree. Findings show that the respondents agree that there is a great need for a classification
framework with a mean of 3.46, which falls between agree and very strongly agree (i.e. between
3 and 4 in the Likert scale).
The respondents also agreed that the framework is useful for the process of identification of SCSS
attributes as indicated by the mean of 3.62. these findings are shown in Table 6. Standard
deviation was interpreted as low if the value is less than or equal to 1, while values greater than 1
are high. When the value is low it implies that the respondents didn’t differ much in their opinion
and high values indicate respondents considerably differed in their opinion. The standard
deviation values shown in Table 6 indicates that the respondents didn’t vary considerably.
Table 6. Relevance of the framework

Need for the Framework

Usefulness of the Framework

Mean

3.46

3.62

Standard
Deviation

.776

.870
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5.5.3 Comprehensiveness of the framework
In a Likert scale of 1 to 5 – Don’t Agree, Slightly Agree, Agree, Strongly Agree and Very
Strongly Agree, respondents were asked of their opinions on whether the proposed framework is
comprehensive or not. Findings show that global variables and declarations least contribute to
SCSS complexity with a mean of 2.54 and 2.85 respectively. These values fall within the range of
slightly agree and agree (i.e. between 2 and 3 in the Likert scale).
This implies that SCSS programmers somehow agree that the two features cause complexity in
SCSS and should not be overlooked. Findings also show that all other remaining features fall in
the range of agree and strongly agree (i.e. between 3 and 4 in the Likert scale). These mean values
imply that the respondents agree that the concerned features contribute to SCSS complexity. The
standard deviation values are high, but this is a result of the small sample size. Sullivan, [35]
argued that the standard deviation of the means decreases as the sample size increases. Therefore,
the high standard deviation can be explained and doesn’t make the results unreliable. These
results are shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Comprehensiveness of the Framework

SCSS features

Mean

Standard Deviation

Global Variables

2.54

1.127

Declaration

2.85

1.214

Operator

3.00

1.000

Control Directives

3.31

1.032

Function

3.54

1.050

Mixins

3.38

1.193

Extends

3.15

1.519

Nesting

3.46

1.561

Finally, respondents were asked whether they agree that the SCSS features identified in Table 7.
wholly represents all the possible features that need to be considered when analyzing the
complexity of code written in SCSS language. Findings show that 12 respondents agree
corresponding to 92.3% while 1 respondent corresponding to 7.7% disagree. The findings, shown
in Table 8, imply that the proposed framework is adequate as an indicator of features that cause
structural complexity in SCSS code.
Table 8. Adequacy of SCSS complexity features

Adequate Features

Frequency

Percent (%)

Yes

12

92.3

No

1

7.7

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a new SCSS structural complexity attribute classification framework is proposed.
The framework was validated through an expert’s opinion survey. The experts agreed
overwhelmingly that the framework is relevant, comprehensive and adequate, and therefore it
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fully identifies the features and attributes that contribute to the structural complexity in SCSS
code. This implies that the framework can be used to define structural complexity metrics for
SCSS, which can then be used to show the level of complexity for SCSS code and subsequently
inform the SCSS designers and programmers of the improvements that should be done on the
code to improve its maintainability.
The limitation of the framework is that it’s only applicable to SCSS software. Closely related
CSS pre processors software’s cannot use the framework to identify their structural properties.
However, the framework is the first to be developed for the Cascading Style Sheets domain and
therefore can be used as a guide for the development of frameworks for similar software.
The new proposed framework herein referred to as the SCSS attribute classification framework
for SCSS was successfully applied to define the structural complexity metrics for SCSS [36].
However, future improvements are required to make it useful for regular CSS and CSS pre
processors such as Less and stylus.
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APPENDIX
@mixin Raleway-SemiBold {
font-family: 'Raleway-SemiBold';
}
@mixin Raleway-Medium {
font-family: 'Raleway-Medium';
}
@mixin PlayfairDisplay-Regular {
font-family: 'PlayfairDisplay-Regular';
}
$color1: #f4f4f4;
$color2: #000;
p{
font-size: 5px + (6px * 2);
font-color: $color1;
@include PlayfairDisplay-Regular;
}
span{
width: 60px;
height: 45px;
position: absolute;
@include Raleway-Medium;
}
@for $i from 1 through 4 {
.p#{$i} { padding-left : $i * 10px; }
}
@function remy ($pxsize) {
@return ($pxsize/16) + rem;
}
h1 {
font-size: remy(32);
font-color: $color2
}
h2{
@extend p;
font-color: $color2
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}
h3 {
@include Raleway-Medium;
}
h4 {
@include Raleway-Medium;
}
h5 {
@include Raleway- SemiBold;
}
@media (min-width: 768px) {
.modal-dialog {
position: relative;
top: 15%;
}
}
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